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CHALLENGE AND
OBJECTIVE
To help the McCain sales force move from 
a product-focused selling experience to a 
business-focused one, we needed to deliver the 
content, tools, and resources necessary to tailor 
the conversation around the customers’ needs. 
And unlike the current sales tools scattered 
across a broad range of locations and platforms, 
we wanted to make everything accessible from 
a singular platform so the sales team could 
spend less time hunting for information and 
resources and more time consulting with their 
customers on how to grow their business.



INSIGHTS AND 
STRATEGY

“Gyro brought creativity and utility to their design of this portal, and the lighthearted 
whimsy they brought to the launch materials for our salespeople shows that they really 

understood us. It’s been exciting to see our sales team so engaged.” 
 

Summer Dufner 
Senior Manager, Field & Distributor Marketing, McCain Foods

What connects the McCain Foods sales team is 
their problem-solving nature and desire to do  
more than just sell products. Their ambition is   
to be a trusted advisor to restaurant operators  
and help customers grow their business. 

We devised a strategy to help the McCain sales 
teams seize their problem-solving nature and 
move beyond product sales to become restaurant 
business experts. We used this strategy to inform 
the tools to help them increase their expertise  
and start to consult (and not just sell). 

In partnership with the McCain Customer 
Marketing team, we designed an entirely new 
digital portal for the sales force. The portal houses 
all the content, tools, and resources a salesperson 
might need to support their conversations with 
customers. This portal includes everything from 
product information to food service trends to 
training modules. In addition to the sales portal 
itself, we also developed new digital tools for 
the sales team to help guide them in their selling 
journey, including a lighthearted video series that 
made the portal less intimidating and easier to use 
for even the most traditional sales reps. 

THE IDEA: SUPERSIZED 
SELLING EXPERIENCE
Create a digital experience that would transform 
McCain salespeople into restaurant business 
experts by housing all the resources, content, 
and tools they need to support their customers 
in one user-friendly and convenient location.



SUPERSIZED SELLING EXPERIENCE 
SALES PORTAL FOR DUMMIEZ
We created a fun, attention-grabbing guide to provide a summary of what the sales portal entails. Each page highlights every 
section within the portal with tips on how to use it and directly links to specific areas of the portal, making it easier for the sales 
force to access. Since the portal is new to the McCain sales team, we felt it was important for them to have a guide at their 
fingertips to support the behavior change. 

Love & accolades for the new McCain sales portal ...

For more information, or to send some love, accolades and good vibes to the McCain Customer Marketing team  
who lives off all that (and coffee), contact us at customermarketing@mccain.com. For questions or issues with logging in  

or accessing the Sales Portal, please contact us by email at mccain@imtco.com or by calling 1-800-767-7377.
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Welcome to your new sales portal.
Say hello to efficiency, speed and information when and where you need it. Here, we’re going to walk you through everything  

you’ll find inside our new sales portal. All the tools, training and tips you need to have better, more successful customer conversations.

What’s in it for you?
Why log on? Why go into the portal? Great questions.  
Here’s why, and here’s everything you’ll find inside:

Media/Industry Expertise 
   • Trends
   • McCain News “What’s New”
   • Biz Bites
   • Promotions
   • Operator Media Calendar

Customer/Segment  
Opportunities
   • Customer Presentations
   • Segment-Specific Content
     - QSR and Pizza
   • Easy Access to Salesforce

Introduction

Product Solutions
  • Assets and Support Tools
   • Stock Out/Watch Out
   • Featured Product News 
Competitive Intel
   • Competitive Match Tool
   • Cutting Guides
   • Training

Closing Tools 
   • Category Calculators
   • Case Studies
   • Insiders Club

Click any image or title to be taken directly 
to that section of the portal.
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Trends
Curation of weekly foodservice facts as well as links to different 
websites and the latest LTO and promotional ideas that you can  
share with your customers.

Media/Industry Expertise 
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McCain News “What’s New”
Here, you’ll find the latest on industry trends, new products,  
new recipes, stock updates and company successes. To see  
all the updates and even filter by type, click “See All.”

Biz Bites
Looking for business solutions? Trying to find our latest initiatives? 
Want access to McCain support tools so you can bring your A game  
to your operators? Check out Biz Bites every week.

Media/Industry Expertise



SUPERSIZED SELLING EXPERIENCE 
EMAIL CAMPAIGN
To create buzz and excitement for the launch of the portal, we created a series of emails sent to the McCain sales force. 
The first email teased what was to come with a live countdown clock to spark curiosity. The second email was sent on launch 
day to announce the new portal and ultimately get the sales team to log in to their shiny new tool. 

Introducing the sales tools you’ve been waiting for.

Something big is coming

McCain<McCain@info.mccain.com>
don.dunbar@gyro.comTo:

Thursday, March 4, 2020 at 5:00 PM

RE: Introducing the sales tools you’ve been waiting for. - Inbox

We’re excited to announce the news about our new sales portal. 
Simply put, “IT’S HERE!”  

 
That means faster ways to help you find the products that’ll keep  

your operators’ menus fresh and up to date. 
 

It means better competitive information, so you know  
exactly what you’re up against. 

 
And it means easier ways to stay current on the  

latest trends and promotions. 
 

It’s everything you need. Everything you’ve been asking for.  
And everything that can help you get to the next level  

and make this year one to remember.  

Faster. Better. Easier.  

Do we have your attention now? 

LOG IN NOW

Make sure to log in before the sales meeting on 6/16
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SUPERSIZED SELLING EXPERIENCE 
SALES PORTAL
When the sales team logged in for the first time, we created a series of overlays to correspond to the different sections of the 
portal. Each overlay described the purpose of every section and provided tips on usage. The goal was to offer tips as the user 
was navigating the portal to make the learning curve easier.



SUPERSIZED SELLING EXPERIENCE 
SALES PORTAL LAUNCH VIDEO

WATCH
Password: 2022

At the national sales meeting, we played this video to celebrate the launch of the sales portal. We featured real members of the 
sales team to add some humor and familiarity to the video. The video gave a high-level overview of what to expect in the sales 
portal and generate sales team excitement.

https://f.io/LA2t9tld


SUPERSIZED SELLING EXPERIENCE 
SALES PORTAL INTRO VIDEO

WATCH
Password: 2022

To continue training the sales team on the portal, we created a fun video series featuring real members of the sales team, 
Joe and Janet. Our first video was an overview of what the sales portal can do in case anyone needed a refresher. 

https://f.io/qcPbef-F


SUPERSIZED SELLING EXPERIENCE 
CATEGORY CALCULATOR VIDEO

WATCH
Password: 2022

To continue the video training series, we created a video focused on the category calculator. We developed the category 
calculator to compute potential profits by adding a McCain product to a menu. This new closing tool is what the sales 
team would use with their operators, so it was important that we put a focus on it. 

https://f.io/dy2V4Wmn


SUPERSIZED SELLING EXPERIENCE 
COMPETITIVE INTEL VIDEO

WATCH
Password: 2022

Another new device we wanted to focus on was the Competitive Match tool. This video shows how the tool can generate a 
McCain product that is similar to a competitor’s product to guide the sales team in competitive selling. The tool also provided 
reasons why the McCain product is better and suggested complimentary products to push the sale even further. 

https://f.io/4DBr0gLf


SUPERSIZED SELLING EXPERIENCE 
SALES PORTAL TRENDS VIDEO

WATCH
Password: 2022

To round out our training video series, we focused on the Trends page. The Trends page provides the sales team with a variety 
of content on the latest and greatest in the food service industry. The goal is for the sales team to share the content with their 
operators to spark conversation. 

https://f.io/u0OI-0SC


Eliciaepudi dit quid ut aut doluptat facesen deliquid quo et dicae. Nam rectet eium rem in cori ut dollor min 
recuptur, optatur? Nonet demolessit demquas mo verunt. doluptat facesen deliquid quo et dicae. Nam rec-
tet eium rem in cori ut dollor min recuptur, optatur? emolessit demquas bacon.

IMPACT

80% of the sales force 
has logged in 91% download

 increase 163% searches
increase

RESULTS
Since the launch of the portal in June 2021, 80% 
of the McCain sales force has logged in, putting 
the program on track with usage goals. Since 
last quarter, downloads have increased by 91%, 
and searches increased by 163%, significantly 
outperforming the company’s goals.  



Sales Portal for Dummiez

Sales Portal Trends Video

Category Calculator Video

Email Campaign

SUPERSIZED SELLING
EXPERIENCE



www.merkleb2b.com
awards contact regina.chungloy@merkle.com


